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Experimental Study of the Effect of Photobiomodulation Therapy on the Regulation of the Healing Process of Chronic Wounds
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Currently, wound treatment is an urgent task of medicine around the world. In the process of wound healing, various types of cells are involved under the control and regulation of cytokines and growth factors. Disruption of the synchronization process between the various types of cells and intercellular mediators involved in the restoration of tissue damage can lead to impaired healing and the development of chronic wounds. Photobiomodulation (PBM) therapy promotes platelet activation and aggregation, reduces inflammation and oxidative stress, and accelerates cell migration and proliferation. PBM also induces the production of the extracellular matrix and the release of key growth factors, thereby improving tissue regeneration and accelerating wound healing. The aim of our work was to study the effect of photobiomodulation therapy on the regulation of reparative processes in chronic wounds monitored by biomarkers and platelet aggregation activity. 54 Wistar rats were divided into three groups. Intact animals were not manipulated. In animals of the control and experimental groups, a chronic wound was simulated by reproducing the conditions of local hypoxia and microcirculation disorders. The wounds of the experimental group received PBM therapy. The device Lika-therapist M (Ukraine) was used in a continuous mode at a wavelength of 660 nm, an output power of 10 mW, and an energy density of 1 J/cm². The wounds of the animals in the control group were treated with sham. The animals were euthanized on days 3, 7, 14, and 28 after the surgery (6 animals, each from the control and experimental groups). Measurements of the levels of interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-10 (IL-10), tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), the basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), and reactive oxygen species (ROS) were carried out by ELISA. Results revealed the multidirectional effect of PBM therapy on the expression of the studied biomarkers. The results of the histological examination indicated a positive effect of PBM therapy with the applied parameters on the repair processes of chronic wounds. We concluded that the use of PBM therapy made it possible to regulate disturbances in reparative processes by modulating ROS, cytokines, and platelet aggregation activity.

1. Introduction

The theoretical foundations of the possibility of creating a laser were laid by Albert Einstein, who first touched upon the possibility of stimulated radiation in a 1917 article. And in 1960, the revolutionary discovery of the laser by Theodore Maiman changed the world. Maiman presented his invention to the scientific community in an article in the journal Nature, which contained just under 300 words. Soon, a first application of low-intensity laser therapy for wound healing was demonstrated by the Hungarian doctor Endre Mester and his colleagues [1].

Today, photobiomodulation (PBM) therapy has found applications not only in the treatment of chronic wounds but also in the treatment of many diseases, including neurological and musculoskeletal [2]. Also, this noninvasive
method is used to reduce pain [3]. Despite widespread studies of various aspects of the action of PBM therapy, the exact mechanisms of laser-tissue interaction are not fully understood. It also requires a deeper understanding of the parameters that determine the therapeutic results and effectiveness of this method of treatment.

Currently, the treatment of wounds, called the "silent epidemic" [4], continues to be an urgent task of medicine around the world. Wound healing is a multifaceted process driven by sequential but overlapping phases including hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling [5]. Acute wounds usually heal in a consistent and timely manner. Chronic wounds remain blocked in one of these stages (often times the inflammatory phase). This process involves various types of cells under the control and regulation of cytokines and growth factors. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are also important regulators of wound healing phases [6]. Disruption of the synchronization of dynamic interactions among these various types of cells and intercellular mediators can lead to impaired healing and the development of chronic wounds. PBM therapy promotes platelet activation and aggregation, reduces inflammation and oxidative stress, and accelerates cell migration and proliferation. It also induces the production of the extracellular matrix and the release of key growth factors, thereby improving tissue regeneration and accelerating wound healing [7, 8].

In the literature, there are numerous works that demonstrate positive effects of PBM therapy on individual phases of the healing process, mainly on the inflammation stage. Overall, it is of interest to study the regulation of the repair process of chronic wounds by intercellular mediators at all stages of healing when using PBM therapy. Animal models remain the best available alternative for studying the complex cellular and molecular interactions that occur during the wound healing process [9].

The aim of our work was to study the effect of photobiomodulation therapy on the regulation of reparative processes in chronic wounds using biomarkers (for example, interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-10 (IL-10), tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), the basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), and reactive oxygen species (ROS)) and platelet aggregation activity.

2. Materials and Methods

The work included 54 Wistar rats weighing 250 ± 25 g at the age of 8-9 months. The study was approved by the Committee on Ethical Animal Care and Use of the Kharkiv Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education, Ukraine (Protocol No. 5 dated November 12, 2019). All animal handling procedures were performed in accordance with the rules and guidelines set by this Committee.

2.1. Study Design. All rats were randomly divided into three groups (see Figure 1). Intact (Int) animals were not manipulated. Wounds were induced in animals of the control (Con) and experimental (Exp) groups.

The literature mainly contains models of acute wounds or wounds in animals with systemic diseases, such as diabetes. We have chosen a model of a chronic wound that reproduces the conditions of local hypoxia and impaired microcirculation [10].

Each animal was anesthetized (zoletil 10 mg/kg body weight) and depilated. In the proximal part of the back, the skin was excised with surgical scissors to the superficial fascia in the form of a circle with a diameter of about 20 mm. After that, a perpendicular loop-shaped fascial skin suture was applied along the edges of the wound. On the surface of the bottom of the formed wound, the superficial fascia was dissected by mutually perpendicular transverse and longitudinal cuts, which formed cells measuring 5 × 5 mm, which were then sutured with U-shaped sutures (see Figure 2).

The wounds of the experimental group received PBM therapy. The wounds of the animals in the control group were treated with sham.

For PBM therapy, the laser device Lika-therapist M (Ukraine) was used once a day for 5 days, starting from 24 hours after the formation of the wound. The parameters of low-intensity laser radiation are shown in Table 1. The beam of the laser tip was held perpendicular to the surface of the irradiated tissue. The distance between the extension handle and the wound was selected so as to illuminate the entire area of the wound. Taking into account the divergence of the diode laser beam (0.5 rad ±20%) and the aperture diameter of the laser device extension handle (0.2 cm) (recommended by Lika-therapist M), the distance between the extension handle and the wound was 3.53 cm.

The animals were taken out of the experiment on days 3, 7, 14, and 28 after surgery (6 animals, each from the control and experimental groups). Animals were euthanized by inhalation of chloroform in a confined space.

Blood samples were taken by open cardiac puncture. Measurements of the levels of the studied indicators in the blood serum of animals were carried out by the method of enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The method is based on a sandwich version of ELISA using mono- and polyclonal antibodies. ROS and bFGF concentrations were determined using ELISA kits (Elabscience Biotechnology Inc., USA) ROS (Catalog No: E-EL-H5436) and bFGF (Catalog No: E-EL-H0483) according to the manufacturers’ instructions. The levels of IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α were determined using the ELISA kits (Vector-Best, Russia) IL-6 (Catalog No: A-8768), IL-10 (Catalog No: A-8774) and TNF-α (Catalog No: A-8756) following the manufacturers’ instructions.

2.2. Determination of the Functional Activity of Platelets. The study of induced platelet aggregation was carried out in platelet-rich plasma. Sodium citrate 3.2% was used as an anticoagulant in a ratio of 9 parts blood to 1 part stabilizer. To obtain platelet-rich plasma, the blood was immediately centrifuged for 10-12 min at 1000 rpm. One part of the resulting plasma was taken into a plastic tube and stored in a thermostat at 37°C until analysis. The second part of the plasma was subjected to further centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes, thus obtaining platelet-poor plasma. This plasma was used to zero the optical density of the device and dilute the platelet-rich plasma. For the analysis, we took
plasma, keeping the concentration of platelets to 200-250 thousand/μl or 43.5–52.5% of light transmission, relative to platelet-poor plasma. The study was carried out on a computerized analyzer of platelet aggregation SOLAR 2110 (Belarus). Adenosine diphosphate (ADP) (Tekhnologiya-Standard, Russia) at concentrations of 2.5, 5, and 10 μmol/l was used to induce aggregation. An aggregatogram recording was carried out for 10 minutes at 37°C. All studies were carried out in plasma obtained no later than 3 hours after blood sampling. The analysis of the aggregatograms included estimating the shape of the curves and determining the following: the degree of aggregation (the maximum level of plasma light transmission after the inductor was introduced), the rate of aggregation (measured over a 30-second segment at the most linear portion of the rise in the aggregation curve), and the aggregation time (the time to reach the maximum light transmission of the plasma).

2.3. Histological Analysis. After euthanasia of the animals, the wound area was surgically removed, fixed in 10% formalin, and embedded in paraffin. Subsequently, serial sections of 5-7 μm in size were obtained and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The preparations were analyzed and photographed using a Primostar microscope (Zeiss) and a microocular digital camera.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. Statistical processing of the results was performed using Statistica 6.0 (StatSoft, USA) statistical analysis package. The descriptive data were presented as $M \pm SE$, where $M$ is the arithmetic mean and $SE$ is the standard error of the arithmetic mean. The significance of differences between groups (statistical significance) was determined using the nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test for independent samples. The significance $p < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant. Histograms were plotted by GraphPad Prism 9 (GraphPad Software, USA).

3. Results

Indicators of the degree, rate, and time of reaching the maximum rate of platelet aggregation at concentrations of the aggregation inducer 2.5, 5, and 10 μmol/l ADP are shown in Table 2.

A significant decrease in the degree and rate of platelet aggregation was observed in rats with wounds at concentrations of an aggregation inducer of 2.5, 5, and 10 μmol/l on day 3 after surgery, compared to the control group (see Table 2). The time to reach the maximum rate of
aggregation, in this case, was shorter than in rats without affecting the wound defect. At the same time, on the 7th day after modeling the wounds, the study of the effect of PBM therapy on the functional activity of rats’ platelets did not show any differences in the studied parameters, except for the time to reach the maximum aggregation rate at an ADP concentration of 10 μmol/l (see Table 2). The shapes of the aggregation curves (single-phase reversible aggregation) did not differ in the control and experimental groups (see Figure 3).

The concentrations of ROS, bFGF, and interleukins in the blood serum of animals whose experimental wounds were exposed to PBM therapy compared to animals that did not receive PBM therapy are presented in Figure 4.

Histological studies revealed that wound healing in the animals treated with PBM therapy is characterized by a reduction in the number of vessels and fibroblasts, the transformation of some of the fibroblasts into fibrocytes, and compaction of bundles of collagen fibers (see Figure 5(c)). By day 28 in the experimental group, the structure of the connective tissue at the site of the wound corresponded to the histoarchitectonics of the dermis of normal skin: the thickness and location of collagen fiber bundles, the presence of hair follicles and sebaceous glands, and the absence of newly formed vessels and fibroblast proliferation. Collagen fiber bundles had a greater thickness and packing density compared to the control group. The animals of the control group showed signs of the continuation of the remodeling phase in the central sections of the wound: the presence of a significant number of fibroblasts, newly formed vessels, chaotically located, with thin collagen fibers. That is, the connective tissue was immature, and the remodeling process continued with the formation of first scar tissue and then the dermis.

In general, the results of histological examination indicate a positive effect of PBM therapy with the applied parameters on the repair processes of chronic wounds.

### 4. Discussion

The choice of radiation parameters for PBM therapy is an important task. An inappropriate choice of parameters leads
to unsatisfactory results or even to a negative therapeutic effect [11].

Considering that the new term “photobiomodulation therapy” is designated as “a form of light therapy...in the visible and infrared spectrum...” [12]; in previously published studies, we analyzed the effects of PBM therapy on wound regeneration processes. Wavelengths in the 600 or 800 nm range with daily laser exposure have been shown to be most beneficial in rodent studies, regardless of health condition or wound type [13]. The optimal therapeutic dose when using laser therapy in an open wound is from 0.5 J/cm² to 1 J/cm² [14]. Improved healing of experimental wounds in rats has been demonstrated using PBM therapy with a wavelength of 660 nm and energy densities of 1 and 5 J/cm² [15].

The frequency and number of PBM therapy sessions vary in the literature from one to several dozen [13]. A review by Ebrahimi et al. showed that the frequency of irradiation sessions is 3–8 times [16]. In our work, PBM therapy was applied daily for 5 days, starting the day after surgery. Literature data indicate that primary effects resulting from laser stimulation, such as an increase in the number of fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, and collagen expression, are present even after interruption of PBM therapy. Thus, after four treatment sessions carried out in the first days after wound induction, a more pronounced expression of collagen fibers was observed in rats receiving PBM therapy, compared with the control group on days 14 and 21 [17]. The results of another study also demonstrate accelerated maturation and increased collagen deposition and better architecture of final fibrous scarring at 21 days after injury, following daily application of PBM therapy during the first 7 days after wound induction [18]. In our work, we investigated the effect of PBM therapy, applied in the first 5 days after wound modeling, on the reparation processes of chronic wounds at all stages of wound healing, including the long-term effects of this method on days 14 and 28.

Taking into account the two-phase dose-effect curve [19], we applied other radiation parameters on the wound model already used in our studies [20]: radiation power of 10 mW at an energy density of 1 J/cm² and a wavelength of 660 nm.

Since it is the reaction of the body as an integral system that often determines the outcome of the wound healing process (for example, in patients with diabetes), this study focused on the effect of local exposure by PBM therapy on the features of the body’s response. The systemic body response, in turn, affects the local processes in the wound. Many studies have been devoted to the study of local processes directly in the wound, including by methods of immunohistochemistry. But the effect of PBM therapy on the healing of chronic wounds at the systemic level has not been adequately studied, justifying the choice of research methods utilized here.

The first response to tissue damage in the body is hemo-stasis. Platelets are known to be an integral part of hemostasis, but these cells also function as a physiological trigger to activate inflammation [21]. Therefore, the aggregation activity of platelets was studied in our work at the initial stages of healing. On day 3 after modeling the wound, platelet aggregation activity was increased compared to intact animals. Our results are comparable to the literature data on platelet hyperactivity in mice with impaired wound healing [22]. The platelet aggregation activity in mice was studied in pooled blood samples. We, having the opportunity to obtain a larger volume of blood in rats, investigated the aggregation activity of platelets in each animal. The use of PBM therapy in our study helped to reduce the degree, speed, and time to reach the maximum rate of aggregation for a period of 3 days after wound modeling. This is apparently due to the ability of PBM therapy to activate anti-inflammatory regulatory pathways. In our work, no differences were found in the aggregation activity of platelets between the experimental and control groups 7 days after wound simulation. Similar results were obtained in our previous study on the third day after surgery with the same wound model and similar parameters of the applied radiation (wavelength, energy density), except that the study used a radiation power of

Figure 3: An example of the shape of the aggregation curves for animals in the control and experimental groups on day 3 (a) and day 7 (b) after surgery at an ADP concentration of 5 μmol/l.
50 mW. However, on the 7th day after modeling the wound, an increase in platelet aggregation activity was observed [23]. This effect is apparently associated with the ability of PBM therapy to inhibit or resolve the inflammatory process [24], as well as with the pro- and anti-inflammatory functions of the platelets themselves [25].

In the regulation of platelet function, reactive oxygen species and mitochondria play a key role [26]. In our work, it was found that the action of PBM therapy on a wound defect leads to an increase in ROS levels 7 and 14 days after wound modeling. The literature provides data on an increase in the generation of ROS after PBM therapy at a wavelength of 660 nm [27]. In the same work, it was shown that different wavelengths have an opposite effect on the production of ROS. Many of the biological effects of PBM are attributed to the absorption of photons by chromophores located inside the mitochondria, which leads to an increase in cellular metabolic activity. Moreover, many of the mechanistic pathways for mediating the biological effects of PBM include ROS [28]. The induction of safe ROS levels observed in our study may be one of the mechanisms by which the signaling pathways that regulate cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis are activated.

ROS are also important regulators of inflammation [29]. It was found that the formation of ROS originating from mitochondria induces the activation of proinflammatory

---

**Figure 4**: Levels of the studied indicators in the blood serum of animals: (a) ROS, (b) IL-6, (c) TNF-α, (d) IL-10, and (e) bFGF (*p < 0.05*). Int: intact animals; Con: control group; Exp: experimental group. The error bars represent the standard error of the arithmetic mean for each indicator (*n = 6*).
cytokines IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α[30]. In our study, the decrease in IL-6 levels in the experimental groups in the initial phases of healing and TNF-α throughout the entire wound healing process appears to be due to the anti-inflammatory effect of PBM therapy at the systemic level.

Proinflammatory cytokines must perform an obligatory part of the inflammatory process because insufficient inflammation can lead to delayed healing. On the other hand, chronic wounds remain indefinitely in the inflammatory stage of wound healing [31]. To continue the healing process, each phase, upon completion of its functions, must be able to initiate the next stage (for example, resolution of inflammation shifts the process towards the proliferation phase), which is then able to turn off the previous one. Phase switching using positive and negative feedback loops is carried out by cytokines and growth factors [32]. Regulation of the levels of these intercellular mediators by PBM therapy can promote the progression of wound healing processes and prevent inhibition of progression into the next phase.

Proinflammatory cytokines are also thought to mediate cell proliferation and differentiation during wound healing. Thus, in our work, when a wound defect was exposed to low-intensity laser radiation, an increase in IL-6 levels was observed at the stage of the transition from proliferation to remodeling, which may be associated with its anti-inflammatory and regenerating properties. The ability of this pleiotropic cytokine to stimulate the formation of granulation tissue, mechanisms of reepithelialization, angiogenesis, infiltration, and cell remodeling has been previously discovered [33]. There are a limited number of studies in the literature demonstrating the effect of PBM therapy on IL-6 levels in cutaneous pathology. The increase in the levels of this cytokine in the early stages of wound healing, demonstrated by Mo et al. [34], and the decrease in IL-6 concentrations after 14 and 30 days of treatment for pressure ulcers, shown by Taradaj et al. [35], do not coincide with our data. This is probably due to the difference in wound models and the studied parameters (local or systemic levels), as well as the parameters of the applied PBM therapy.

TNF-α, like IL-6, has both proinflammatory and immunoregulatory properties. TNF-α provides a wide spectrum of cellular responses including regulation of inflammation, immune response, cell survival, proliferation, and apoptosis [36]. An increase in the formation of granulation tissue and a better arrangement of collagen fibers found in histological studies of wounds in the experimental group may be associated with a decrease in the levels of the cytokine TNF-α observed in our work [37]. Our results are comparable to the literature data, in which exposure to PBM therapy led to a decrease in the levels of the pleiotropic cytokine TNF-α[34, 35, 38, 39].

The anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 also facilitates the transition from the inflammatory to the proliferative phase by regulating cytokine expression [40]. PBM therapy used in our work increases the levels of IL-10 in the serum of rats as inflammation decreases. This confirms the ability of PBM, in the absence of inflammation, to provide proinflammatory mediators that could help in tissue remodeling [41].

The improvement in skin regeneration of the animals of the experimental group, observed in our study, is apparently due, inter alia, to the pleiotropic effects of IL-10, including regulation of the formation of the extracellular matrix, modulation of fibroblast function, and differentiation and increased content of endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) in the wound [42]. Considering also the ability of IL-10 to counteract the deposition of collagen in scars [43], the
regulation of levels of this cytokine by PBM therapy promotes better organization of collagen fibers, which is confirmed by our histological analysis.

Collagenogenesis is stimulated by a number of factors, including the fibroblast growth factor (FGF). bFGF is known to be a potent mitogen and chemotactant for endothelial cells and fibroblasts. This growth factor also accelerates the formation of granulation tissue and induces reepithelialization [41]. The decrease in the maximum concentration of bFGF, observed in the blood of animals of the experimental group on day 28 after exposure to PBM therapy, apparently indicates an earlier transition of the wound healing process in the experimental group of animals to the remodeling phase. At the stage of remodeling, the number of macrophages and fibroblasts decreases due to apoptosis and regression of the new vasculature occurs, with the further transformation of granulation tissue into scar tissue [44]. The literature contains studies on the effect of PBM therapy on bFGF expression: PBM therapy stimulates the release of bFGF from human skin fibroblasts [45] and increases the concentration of this growth factor at the initial stages of wound healing [23]. The change in bFGF levels upon exposure to PMB therapy of 630 nm, an energy density of 3.6 J/cm² on wounds of diabetic rats, depending on the radiation power and the timing of the wound defect, was demonstrated by Ma et al. [46].

Thus, in our study, the use of PBM therapy in the treatment of chronic wounds resulted in systemic effects. There was a decrease in platelet aggregation activity in the inflammatory phase. At all phases of the healing process, the use of this method of treatment resulted in a change in the expression of biologically active substances. The impact of PBM therapy applied locally to the wound resulted in the following changes in the central blood flow: a decrease in IL-6 levels and an increase in ROS levels in the inflammatory phase and during the transition from the inflammatory phase to the proliferation phase; an increase in IL-6 levels during the transition from the proliferation phase to the remodeling phase; a decrease in TNF-α levels during the transition from the inflammatory phase to the proliferation phase and further, up to the remodeling phase; and an increase in IL-10 levels and a decrease in bFGF concentration in the remodeling phase.

We believe that optimization of the activity of these biomarkers at the systemic level—as observed in our study—may be one of the mechanisms by which PBM therapy stimulates the processes of chronic wound repair. The study of systemic reactions, we hope, will make it possible in the future to develop approaches to correct violations of the repair process, supplementing the local effect of laser radiation on the wound with correction at the systemic level.

5. Conclusions

The results obtained in our study indicate the ability of PBM therapy to positively influence the reparation processes of chronic wounds.

The results of the histological study indicate a positive effect of PBM therapy with the applied parameters on the healing of chronic wounds, which is expressed in the acceleration of the repair processes at all phases of healing.

PBM therapy can be used to regulate wound healing processes by modulating the levels of ROS; cytokines TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10; and bFGF.

Further research is needed to optimize radiation parameters.
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